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ABSTRACT
e widely parallel, spiking neural networks of neuromorphic pro-
cessors can enable computationally powerful formulations. While
recent interest has focused on primarily machine learning tasks,
the space of appropriate applications is wide and continually ex-
panding. Here, we leverage the parallel and event-driven structure
to solve a steady state heat equation using a random walk method.
e random walk can be executed fully within a spiking neural net-
work using stochastic neuron behavior, and we provide results from
both IBM TrueNorth and Intel Loihi implementations. Additionally,
we position this algorithm as a potential scalable benchmark for
neuromorphic systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As traditional von Neumann architectures are facing increasing
scaling challenges, several beyond Moore’s Law technologies oer
promising and competitive advantages. In particular, neuromorphic
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or neural-inspired computer architectures have seen a recent resur-
gence and are nding new, growing application spaces [18]. While
many of the proposed applications focus on size, weight and power
(SWaP)-constrained computation [22], a high level of scalability is
achievable using neural approaches, and this has lead to increasing
interest in large-scale neuromorphic systems to accompany high-
performance computing systems [1, 8, 11, 17]. For large-scale or
scientic applications, neuromorphic approaches have been applied
to a number of elds and functions including cross-correlation [20],
dynamic programming [2], and graph algorithms [10].
In this paper we focus on extensions to a specic algorithm rst
introduced in [19] designed to calculate a density-based random
walk process. We leverage this existing result as a base algorithm
and extend it via its application to a steady state heat equation.
Our approach has some similarities to other neural algorithms that
have been used to calculate physics systems previously, for example
in [13]. However, our method is dierentiated by a neuromorphic-
compatible random walk method applied to a steady state problem.
Additionally, we suggest that this spiking network and algorithm
serves as an eective and approachable neuromorphic benchmark
task. e eld is still forming best practices for benchmarking
neuromorphic systems, but as new and upcoming platforms be-
come available, it will be critical that eective benchmark tasks are
developed to evaluate these systems.
As the eld develops and researches new neuromorphic applica-
tions, we expand the potential workload of neuromorphic systems
from a seemingly one-trick-pony to a multi-use co-processor with
well-dened advantages. We remark that while applications are, of
course, critical, theoretical understanding and characterization of
these systems is equally important. In this paper, we will provide
some theoretical justication for our approach, but a full theoretical
characterization of complexity is beyond the scope of this paper.
Some references on spiking network complexity are [12, 21].
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is paper is organized as follows. First, we provide a short
introduction to the density-based random walk method and random
walk methods in general in Section 1.1. A mathematical description
of our physics application and its probabilistic interpretation follow
in Section 2. Details on our neuromorphic implementation are
presented in Section 3. Results from simulation and on-hardware
are provided in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. In Section 6,
we discuss the current state of benchmarking for neuromorphic
systems and the appropriateness of the algorithm presented herein
as a benchmark for current and future neuromorphic systems.
1.1 RandomWalk Methods
Probabilistic methods have a celebrated history among multiple
disciplines. In particular, random walk methods are harnessed to
provide solutions in a variety of elds including computer science,
physics, and operations research [15]. A well-known example is
the construction of the Black-Scholes equation in nancial option
pricing [4].
Random walk methods stem from and are inspired by the ba-
sic connection between Brownian motion and the heat equation.
Consider the one-dimensional heat equation initial value problem:
∂
∂t
u =
1
2
∂2
∂x2
u,
u(0,x) = f (x).
Here f (x) describes the initial distribution of temperature. Consider
a Brownian motion,Wt . For a xed t ,Wt is a random variable with
probability density function given by
p(t ,x ,y) = 1√
2pit
exp
(
−(y − x)
2
2t
)
.
But note that
E [f (Wt ) |W0 = x] =
∫
f (y)p(t ,x ,y) dy
=
1√
2pit
∫
f (y) exp
(
−(y − x)
2
2t
)
dy,
which is exactly the known solution to the heat equation. Hence
u(t ,x) = E [f (Wt ) |W0 = x] .
is equation allows us to directly link the solution of the heat
equation to a Monte Carlo sampling method. Specically, paths of
the processWt are sampled (i.e., random walks are sampled), the
paths are evaluated at the function f , and then these results are
averaged to obtain an approximation for the solution. To lend a
physical heuristic to this probabilistic equation, the random walks
can be thought of as the paths of “heat particles.” eir density at a
given location is related to the temperature at that location.
e density-based algorithm presented in [19] approaches the
random walk computation by associating each node or area in the
given space with a sub-circuit of neurons. Walkers are then repre-
sented by spikes which travel from node to node or equivalently
from sub-circuit to sub-circuit. is sub-circuit has several key
functional components each of which is designed using a leaky-
integrate-and-re neuron model:
• Counter—Represents the count of walkers at that location
at a given time
• Probability Gate—Computes the appropriate random draw
deciding the direction of the walker
• Output Gates—Sends the walkers to the connected neigh-
bors
• Buer—Collects the incoming walkers as a staging area
before the counter
2 RANDOMWALKS FOR THE STEADY STATE
HEAT EQUATION
2.1 Problem Statement
Consider a thin wire of length ` meters. At position x = 0, the wire
is aached to a cool external wash (T = 0 degrees) such that the
heat gradient is zero. Somewhere else in the space, a heat source
gives a heat-ux density q(x)W/m3. e thin wire is assumed to
have a heat capacity k measured in W/m·degrees. en, the steady
state temperature of the wire at position x is given by
−ku ′′(x) = q(x), x ∈ [0, `],
u(0) = 0,
u ′(0) = 0.
Suppose we divide through by the constant k , absorbing it into
the quantity q(x) (now measured in degrees/m3). Take q(x) =
−F (` − x) for some positive value F . Physically, the interpretation
is that the gradient of the heat source is −F at the right endpoint of
the wire and decays linearly towards the le endpoint. We rewrite
this specic problem as:
0 = d
2
dx2
u − F (` − x) , x ∈ [0, `],
u(0) = 0,
u ′(0) = 0.
(1)
We will focus on this specic 1D steady state heat problem. is
second-order ODE can easily be solved for an analytic solution:
u(x) = F`x
2
2 −
Fx3
6 . (2)
2.2 Probabilistic Interpretation
We would like to recapture the analytic solution using a random
walk. To do this, we need a probabilistic interpretation of (1). We
appeal to the following theorem from Grigoriu [9].
Theorem 2.1. Let x = (x1, . . . ,xd ) ∈ Rd . Consider the PDE
0 =
d∑
i=1
αi (x) ∂u(x)
∂xi
+
1
2
d∑
i, j=1
βi j (x) ∂
2u(x)
∂xi∂x j
+ p(x), x ∈ D ⊂ Rd
u(x) = ξ (x) , x ∈ ∂D.
(3)
Let α = (αi ) and let Wt be a d-dimensional white noise process.
Suppose:
• αi , βi j , and p are all real-valued functions dened on D and
d ∈ N \ {0};
• the matrix β = (bi j ) is a symmetric positive denite matrix
for each x ∈ Rd ;
• there exists a matrix σ (x) such that β = σσ>;
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• there exists a process Xt satisfying
dXt = α (Xt ) dt + σ (Xt ) dWt
for each initial condition X0 = x with x ∈ D;
• the function ξ is continuous in ∂D;
• p is Ho¨lder continuous in D;
• the boundaries of D are regular;
• and the partial derivatives of u are bounded in D.
Dene the random variable
T = inf {t > 0 |Xt < D} .
en the solution to (3) is
u (x) = E
[
ξ (X(T )) +
∫ T
0
p (X(s)) ds
X0 = x] . (4)
e assumptions in the theorem impose appropriate continuity,
existence, and smoothness conditions on the functions α , β , σ , p,
ξ , the derivatives of u, and their domains to ensure that both Xt
exists for each initial condition and that u exists and is unique.
is theorem does not directly apply to (1) because it has mixed
boundary conditions. However, it can be modied to work in this
scenario.
First note that the condition u ′(0) = 0 can be absorbed into
the process Xt . is condition says that the ow of heat at x = 0
must be zero. Heuristically, we would say that the ux of our “heat
particles” at zero must be zero. erefore any sample of the random
process Xt must not cross zero. Accordingly, we require Xt to be a
process reecting at zero.
Next we consider the term E [ξ (X(T ))|X0 = x] from (4). In our
scenario, the boundary condition is only given at zero and we
have ensured the process Xt will never exit at zero by making it
a reective process. ere is no condition given for x = `, so we
cannot evaluate this term. However, we must enforce u(0) = 0. To
do this we dene
u∗0 = E
[
−
∫ T
0
F (` − X (s)) ds
X0 = 0] .
en, the probabilistic solution to (1) is
u(x) = E
[
−
∫ T
0
F (` − X (s)) ds
X0 = x ] − u∗0 , (5)
where Xt is a random process reecting at zero with law
dXt =
√
2 dWt
elsewhere.
We take a brief moment to address the random variable T for
this specic problem. T is interpreted as the stopping time or
absorption time of the process Xt . If we knew the distribution of
T for the process Xt |X0 = y , then we could infer how long any
simulation would need to run. Dene τ (y) = E [T |X0 = y]. Let the
survival probability, or the probability that the process Xt |X0 = y
has not yet le the interval [0, `] by time t , be given by Sp (y, t).
en P [T ≤ t |X0 = y] = 1 − Sp (y, t). From this relation and the
(backward) Fokker-Planck equation, it can be shown that
τ (y) = E [T |X0 = y] = `
2 − y2
2 . (6)
While this gives us the mean of random variable T , the full distri-
bution is not a straightforward calculation.
3 NEUROMORPHIC IMPLEMENTATION
To numerically approximate via (5), for each x we would need to
sample a large number of paths of the process Xt beginning at
X (0) = x , and average the values −
∫ T
0 F (` − X (s)) ds obtained for
each path. We cannot sample continuous paths of the process Xt ;
we must discretize in time. We further discretize in space in order
to develop a grid for a random walk. is combination yields a
Markov Chain approximation for samples of the process Xt .
Divide the interval of length ` into N equal divisions, each of
length ∆x . We construct a Markov process where random walkers
move between the midpoints of these divisions according to the law
ofXt . For a division of time ∆t ,Xt+∆t −Xt ∼ N (0, 2∆t). Hence we
will use the Gaussian distribution to inform transition probabilities.
To simplify the random walk, we will only allow random walkers
to move to an adjacent point or back to themselves. Dene
ps = P
[
−12∆x < X∆t <
1
2∆x
X0 = 0]
=
1
2
√
∆tpi
∫ 1
2∆x
− 12∆x
exp
(
− x
2
4∆t
)
dx ,
and
pд = P
[
X∆t ≤ −12∆x
X0 = 0]
=
1
2
√
∆tpi
∫ − 12∆x
−∞
exp
(
− x
2
4∆t
)
dx .
By the symmetry and translation invariance of the Gaussian distri-
bution, analogous probabilities centered at dierent points will be
equal to these two values. Since we are restricting movement only
to the nearest neighbors, it is important to choose ∆t so that you
can be reasonably sure that a random walker would only move to
an adjacent point or back to itself. at is
2P
[
X∆t ≤ −32∆x
X0 = 0] < c,
for some threshold probability c .
With these probabilities calculated, we can construct a Markov
process as in Figure 1. A random walker can move to adjacent
points on the mesh with probability pд and stays in place with
probability ps . If at zero, the reecting nature of the walk forces it
to the right with probability 2pд . When the walker leaves the wire,
it exits forever into an absorbing state.
To approximate the solution, we can use the following algorithm.
(1) For a position xi on the mesh, initialize M random walkers
starting at position xi .
(2) Simulate each of the M walkers, keeping track of the cu-
mulative number ni j of walkers on node x j which began
on node xi . End when all walkers have been absorbed. Do
not include the initialization as part of the cumula-
tive count.
(3) Repeat or parallelize for all positions xi
(4) Assign
E
[
−F
∫ T
0
` − X (s) ds
X0 = xi ] ≈ −F∆tM ∑j ni j (` − x j ) := ui .
(7)
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Figure 1: Illustration of Markov random walk process obey-
ing the law ofXt . For all positions in the interior of the wire,
a walkermaymove in a single timestep ∆t to the le or right
with equal probability or stay in place. Zero is a reecting
boundary and a walker ends its journey by stepping into the
absorbing state beyond the length of the wire.
(5) en,
u (xi ) ≈ ui − u0. (8)
Note, that the solution is being approximated at the midpoints of the
divisions of the interval [0, `], and not on the division points. Hence,
in the preceding equation,u0 is calculated at the rst midpoint from
the le. An estimate for how long to run each until all walkers are
absorbed can be obtained through (6). is will only give the mean
running time; a considerable percentage of the walkers will run
longer.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate this method, we simulated the previous algorithm
using the values F = 3, ` = 2, ∆x = 0.05, and ∆t = 0.0001. For this
choice of ∆x and ∆t , the probability of transitioning more than a
single node is much less than 0.05. We simulated using M = 10, 000
random walkers for each mesh point. e approximate solution
obtained for ten separate simulations is shown in gray in Figure
2. e average of these ten runs is shown in teal. e average can
be interpreted in two ways. We can either view the average (teal)
as the empirical expected result of a simulation using M = 10, 000
walkers per mesh point with a visual range of uncertainty (gray);
or, since all ten runs were distinct, the average (teal) could also
be interpreted as a single run with M = 100, 000 walkers for each
mesh point.
We then proceeded to create a spiking neural network imple-
mentation adapted from the density-based random walk method
presented in [19]. In this network, each node of the walk is rep-
resented by a sub-circuit of neurons that collects and distributes
walkers according to the predened probabilities (i.e. pд ). e spik-
ing network performs several steps for each walker as the walker
is counted and routed (though this is done in parallel for each
node). is time cost creates two separate time scales, and to avoid
confusion, we will dene two terms. e phrase neural timestep
refers to one timestep of the spiking neural network algorithms, for
example one ‘tick’ on TrueNorth. Explicitly, one neural time step
is a cycle that involves every neuron’s integration, re, leak, and
spike transport dynamics. e phrase simulation timestep refers to
one timestep of the random walk process.
Figure 2: Randomwalk approximation of (5) utilizing 10,000
walkers for each mesh point. Gray lines showcase ten sep-
arate simulations and the teal line is the average of all ten
simulations. For comparison, the analytical solution (2) is
plotted as a dashed blue line.
Note that the relation between neural timesteps and simulation
timesteps is not xed as it depends on the number of walkers at each
node. In particular, the number of walkers on the node with the
most walkers determines the number of neural timesteps required
to evaluate a simulation timestep. We recognize that one benet of
the neuromorphic approach is that we can create n parallel tiles or
copies of the network with M/n walkers in each tile. is reduces
the number of neural timesteps required considerably and makes
good use of large-scale neural systems.
Finally, in our ideal random walk simulation, we run all the walk-
ers until they reach the absorption node. However, with current
interfaces to neuromorphic hardware, this is oen dicult, and
instead we use a large, predetermined number of neural timesteps.
Any walkers that have not been absorbed by the end of the simula-
tion increase the error. It may be possible to estimate the number
of neural timesteps required a priori though we have not completed
this analysis.
Figure 3 shows the results of a soware simulation of the spiking
neural network. As expected, increasing the number of neural
timesteps (thereby increasing the number of simulation timesteps)
improves the approximation considerably. e listed results are
from 100 tiles of 100 walkers which is equivalent to a simulation
with 10k walkers. To increase performance, walkers that reach the
absorption node are removed from the simulation.
To help quantify the load on a neuromorphic system, we analyzed
the number of spikes in ight at each timestep, see Figure 4. Like
the results in Figure 3, the simulation was divided into 100 tiles of
100-walker runs for an eective 10k walker run. Interestingly, the
moving average shows that the load increases suddenly in the early
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Figure 3: Random walk approximations using a spiking
neural network simulator at various lengths of simulation.
Each line represents the results of 10,000 walkers.
part of the simulation but quickly reaches a maximum. Aer the
maximum, the spike counts slightly decrease.
Figure 4: emoving average (25 timestepwindow) of spikes
in ight at each timestep during a simulation of 1M neural
timesteps with 10k walkers distributed evenly over 100 tiles.
Results are aggregated across all the starting node positions
and all tiles. Each tile requires approximately 400 neurons;
the total number of neurons is approximately 1.6M.
5 HARDWARE RESULTS
We implemented this algorithm on both the IBM TrueNorth [16]
and Intel Loihi [6] Neuromorphic systems. e spiking network is
relatively simple, with relatively low connectivity requirements;
however, the stochastic component benets from a platform de-
pendent formulation. Functionally, this collection of neurons must
take a walker (represented by a spike) and route it to a number of
output neurons according to a mutually exclusive probability draw.
ere are several ways to accomplish this functionality depending
on the neuron model used and the way each platform implements
stochasticity. Because Loihi and TrueNorth have dierent stochas-
tic neuron models, our implementations of the circuits between the
two platforms are dierent, but functionally equivalent. Since the
simple structure of the underlying example problem requires only
3 neighboring nodes, the dierence in the time and resource costs
between the two stochastic implementations is low. Additionally,
both Loihi and TrueNorth have limited precision in their random
number generators, which required some care in conguring these
circuits, and likely explains some of the dierences between our
neuromorphic results and the analytical solution, which assumes a
much greater precision in the probabilities.
5.1 Loihi Results
We deployed our neural circuit onto an 8 Loihi-chip Nahuku neuro-
morphic platform. As this model is relatively compact in size, we t
a single instance onto three cores: one for model supervision, one
for deterministic mesh points, and one for the stochastic neurons.
All simulations were performed in serial to enable benchmarking,
however in principle the 8 Loihi chips could run several hundred
copies of this network in parallel.
Simulation execution time on Loihi was constant across starting
locations, taking 42 seconds on average to simulate 250 walkers
over 7.5 million neural timesteps (Figure 5, top). e number of
simulation timesteps (i.e., number of wire model updates) did vary
considerably according to starting location (Figure 5, botom). is
is because simulations whose walkers start on the right side near
the sink were removed from the simulation faster, thus speeding up
overall execution time. Overall execution time and number of sim-
ulation timesteps scaled linearly with number of neural timesteps
(data not shown).
Figure 6 shows results from Loihi considering 10,000 walkers
starting on each wire location. ese simulations were performed in
batches of 250 walkers each, though this number could be increased
with minor changes to the network. Overall, the Loihi results
match the analytical solution reasonably well, remaining within
the variation captured in Figure 2.
Figure 5: Simulation of wire heat distribution on Loihi. Ex-
ecution time was relatively constant for 7.5 million neural
updateswith 250walkers starting at dierent locations (top).
While execution time was constant, the number of simu-
lation timesteps varied considerably from le to right for
the xed number of neural timesteps due to walkers being
removed from the simulation at the right side of the wire
(bottom). For both, plotted errors are standard deviations
(N = 40).
As has been recognized with neuromorphic platforms, I/O is
potentially a boleneck for applications. As these are contained
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numerical simulations, I/O can be limited to the setup of the simu-
lation and ooading of cumulative results. However, Loihi does
limit the number of probes that can be used to monitor activity,
which would have to be considered in models with more grid points.
Further, continuously reading out neural activity during the simu-
lation slows the simulation dramatically, so in order to minimize
I/O, the cumulative counts of walkers were stored in the voltage of
a set of no-decay neurons that were only read-out at the end of the
simulation.
Figure 6: Random walk approximations for 10k walker
study on TrueNorth and Loihi.
5.2 TrueNorth Results
We implemented the density method of the spiking random walk
algorithm onto a single chip of the TrueNorth hardware. Taking
advantage of parallelism, we make 1,000 tiles of the simulation
with each tile having 10 walkers. is results in a combined sim-
ulation of 10,000 walkers. is implementation required 4,067 of
the 4,096 cores of the TrueNorth hardware. We ran the hardware
for 7 million neural timesteps. Figure 6 shows the solution results
of this simulation starting at each wire location, which match the
analytical solution very closely.
Figure 7 illustrates data on the number of simulation timesteps
produced from the 7 million neural timesteps and the number of
simulation timesteps each starting location took to reach full ab-
sorption. Figure 7 (top) produces a dierent trend than observed
on Loihi (Figure 5, boom) due to a dierence in implementation.
On TrueNorth we did not remove any walkers once they reached
the sink. us, as walkers accumulate in the sink it requires more
neural timesteps per simulation timestep. Starting positions closer
to the sink accumulate walkers earlier in the simulation, increasing
the ratio of neural to simulation timesteps, and driving down the
total number of simulation timesteps produced from the xed 7
million neural timesteps. e average number of neural timesteps
per simulation timestep was 31.8 with a standard deviation of 0.166.
e absorption time (Figure 7, boom) varied greatly per starting lo-
cation but showed a downward trend towards the sink node. is is
expected since starting locations next to the sink would on average
absorb more walkers early in the simulation.
Timing analysis is not readily available on the TrueNorth plat-
form. e function call that executes the model in hardware in-
cludes model load time, execution time, and spike I/O. erefore,
to derive exact execution time we run three dierent iterations
of the model. e rst iteration executes the model for a single
hardware cycle. is tells us how long it takes to load the model
since no output spikes are produced aer just one neural timestep.
e second iteration runs the full 7 million neural timesteps but has
spike I/O disabled. is tells us the time for loading the model plus
executing the model. Since the rst iteration provides us model load
time, we can subtract that out of the second iteration’s time and
arrive at model execution time. e third iteration runs the model
for 7 million neural timesteps with spike I/O enabled. Removing
the measured time of the second iteration from that of the third
produces the resultant spike I/O time. Our reported timing is taken
from the average over 10 executions of each iteration.
We ran this timing analysis on a simulation of a single starting
position in the middle of the wire. Additionally, we congured the
tick rate of the TrueNorth hardware to be as fast as possible for
this model. e execution time was 3,386 seconds for 7 million
neural timesteps, which equates to a tick rate of approximately
484 µs per tick, or approximately 2 kHz. e simulation produced
11.25 billion spikes that were ex-lled in 834 seconds, a spike rate
of approximately 13.5 million spikes per second.
Figure 7: Timing results for simulations on TrueNorth: e
total number of simulation timesteps for a 7 million neural
timestep study decreases as the starting node approaches `
(top). e number of simulation timesteps required for all
walkers to leave the system varies considerably, though con-
sistently across starting nodes before ultimately dropping
near ` (bottom).
In addition to the I/O bolenecks discussed previously, hardware
may impose additional diculties, limiting the ability to assign
probabilities accurately. For TrueNorth, the hardware expression of
the stochastic parameter of a neuron has a resolution of 1/256. On
a problem-specic basis, this could cause wild and signicant error
with slight changes. Focusing discussion on this problem, recall (7)
and (8). For any x j ∈ [0, `], the interior of the sum in (7) is positive,
forcing the entire value of ui to be negative for any i . For a xed i ,
the value of ui is decreased most strongly if the underlying random
walks congregate more toward the le end of the rod. at is, if the
values of ni j are higher for those indices corresponding to locations
closer to zero.
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Figure 8: Error resulting from an imbalance in probabilistic
values expressed in hardware
Initially, due to a one-sided round in our corelet code, our TrueNorth
network approximated ps ≈ 0.9258 while pд was dierent for le
and right transition. e eective probabilities were ple ≈ 0.0374
and pright ≈ 0.0368. e true values for the parameters of sim-
ulation should be ps ≈ 0.9229 and ple = pright = pд ≈ 0.0385.
While the TrueNorth values may not appear too dierent from the
exact values, a problem arises because ple > pright. Intuitively, this
imbalance means a random walk is more likely to move towards
the le than the right. is will cause higher values of ni j than
normal for locations closer to zero. is will increase the negative
values ofui causing the estimated temperature (8) to be higher than
normal, see Figure 8. An underestimation of the true temperature
would occur if the probability of transition favored the right. ere-
fore, for this problem it is extremely important to ensure that the
probability of transition to the le and the right is equal.
6 EVALUATING NEUROMORPHIC
HARDWARE
Developing a methodology for benchmarking neuromorphic sys-
tems has become critical for the success of the eld. Several eorts
have been undertaken to either benchmark specic systems or call
out larger perspectives on neuromorphic benchmarking [5, 7, 14].
Regardless, this is still a critical open question that faces the eld.
Benchmarking across platforms oen requires concessions due to
network incompatibilities. Without well-adopted specications,
it is dicult to obtain the appropriate data and soware as well
as run the benchmark itself. While any single task will not su-
ciently determine the performance of a system, we suggest that
this random walk/steady-state heat equation (Section 2) oers a
compelling benchmark task. When viewed as a benchmark task,
this algorithm has several desirable qualities:
(1) e task does not rely on outside data, and so it is fully
self-contained.
(2) e steady-state heat equation has an easy-to-grasp ana-
lytic solution, and so results of the benchmark are directly
comparable.
(3) Requirements on the neuron model are simple, allowing
this to target many hardware platforms.
(4) e algorithm scales both in the number of nodes (neu-
rons) and the number of walkers (spikes), which provides
a interaction between space and activity costs.
(5) e majority of connectivity is local, and the activity is
relatively sparse.
(6) e algorithm requires a simple paern be repeated across
the fabric.
Given that the analytical solution is easily computable, the solu-
tion approximated by the simulation is not the interesting metric.
Instead, this task can be used to evaluate the performance of a
system in terms of computational speed and scalability. As shown
in Section 4, the rate of spikes is relatively low, but varies over
time, which can help characterize a system’s spike routing ability.
Additionally, if possible, practitioners can compare running energy
costs across dierent neuromorphic platforms. Rather than a single
value, for both performance and eciency, we suggest reporting
results relative to the simulation timestep and starting node (de-
tails in Section 3) as loads depend on both of these factors. Scaling
various parts of the algorithm can be used to test specic hardware
capabilities:
(1) e number of tiles tests the parallelism.
(2) e number of walkers tests the spike throughput.
(3) e number of neural timesteps tests performance and I/O
limits.
However, we recognize that it is dicult to report a true apples-to-
apples across systems: soware interfaces for dierent platforms
have dierent capabilities; power consumption estimates may be
dependent on research agreements; I/O may carry a prohibitively
high cost. Because of these challenges, reporting any single metric
becomes disingenuous, and we suggest that if used as a benchmark
task, a full picture of system performance is reported.
To support this benchmarking eort, we have developed a short
Python script that will generate a network for solving this equation,
parameterized by the number of walkers and the number of nodes in
the system. e script produces either a NetworkX DirectedGraph
object or le with the specied neuron properties and synapses.
is script is posted online at (url determined aer the acceptance
of the paper).
7 CONCLUSION
e task described here is an example of how neuromorphic hard-
ware can have an impact on a much broader set of numerical appli-
cations than the community generally considers. Demonstrating
the ability for spiking neuromorphic systems to impact conven-
tional numerical computing is important; by extending its impact
beyond cognitive applications we increase the likelihood of a long-
lasting eect on the computing eld. Notably, while we did not
exert considerable eort on optimizing the results presented here
for either time or space, we already have evidence that neuromor-
phic hardware can be more ecient than conventional approaches
when fully parallelizable Monte Carlo based are implemented. For
example, with only minimal additional work and ignoring I/O con-
siderations, we anticipate that we could potentially perform the
complete simulations described above in parallel on a fully popu-
lated 32-Loihi chip Nahuku board in less than a minute.
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Not surprisingly, we observed several aspects of neuromorphic
hardware that will require further investigation. For one, the I/O
costs of neuromorphic hardware will likely grow as a consideration.
e costs of I/O are oen considered for streaming applications
such as real-time machine learning inference, but for the class
of numerical simulations considered here, interactive I/O is not
required, but tracking state—or in this case accumulating state—is
required in order to properly evaluate the simulation. Since I/O
will likely continue to be a limiting factor, further processing of
simulation outputs on the neuromorphic substrate is likely ideal.
One way to do this is to implement the post-processing steps that
we performed oine as neural circuits themselves and integrate
them into a fully composed simulation [3].
e second signicant consideration learned from the neuro-
morphic simulations is the potential impact of reduced precision
stochastic neurons on model performance. e stochastic steps
of our simulation are aected by the precision of internal neuron
states, precision of weights between neurons, and precision of the
random number generator. ese dierent components interact
in complex, architecture-dependent ways and the implications of
this reduced precision merit deeper exploration. At the same time,
some of the benets of neural hardware—the ability to have more
random number draws eectively in parallel—may be able to oset
these consideration.
Nevertheless, these neuromorphic considerations should prove
surmountable especially as future generation platforms become
available. As non-anticipated applications such as these are ex-
plored, it will be increasingly evident what the potential implica-
tions of reduced precision and I/O are and whether the costs of
mitigation advocate for future hardware modications or improved
circuit and algorithm design.
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